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_  Parti-L Answer all the Questions 2q ̂
converg^tifitssumi^a

2. For tte iexies u,+U2+.. 4e condition = 0 is a necessary condition.
(True/ false)

3.

4.

5.

^ iL~r ~ ̂ ̂ nd is convergent, then y.u„ is also
^v^ons m which an unknown function, and its derivatives r differential is occur are
Given the differential equations M(x,y) dx + N (x,y) dy = 0. When Mx + Ny^ and the
^uanon IS homogeneous one, is an integrating factor

7. Bessels function of order n of the second kind is also called the
8. Partial differential equation may be formed by eliminatine of

given relation between the variable. ■

Q  d^u_^
^in two dimensions

10. The state in which temperature does not vary with respect to time t j^cailed

Partn

II Write short notes on any FIVE questions .. (5,2=10)
!  Define oscillatory series.

•2r Explain the rules for solving Mdx + Ndy = 0 -s^en it is exact.

S. Define Legendre's polynomial Pn(x)
^  Define Bessel's function ofthe fii^ kind of ordern
3  Explain the working rule wiule usiug Chaipits method.
-V. Solvep-7p+ 12 = 0
7. Write any two solutions of the Laplace equation U:„+ u„ =0 involving exponential

tenns m x or y. ^ r

Partm

in Write short notes on any FIVE questions ~ . (5x 4=20)

1 - Examine the convergence of the series h- +
3^4^ 5^6^ 7\8^ "

2. Test for the convergence the series whose general term is i-r

3. Solve cosx—-ysinx = cos^ X
dx

n



•X

► 'r

4. Explain the rules for finding integrating factors.
„ , dx dy t dy n5. Solve = x + ̂ ->' = e

dt (A dt
6. Solve + 2pycotx = y^.
7. Obtain the solution of fiie two dimensional L^lace equation using the method of

separation of variables.

_  PartrV
^ Write essay on ANY ONE 1 x 10 =10

1. Explain the method of variation of parameters.
2. A square plate is bounded by the lines x = 0, y=0, x = 20 and y=20. Its faces are

insulated. The temperature along the upper horizontal edge is given by U(x, 20) = x
(20-x) when 0 <x<20 while the other thr^ edges are kept at 0°C. Find the st^y state
temperature in the plate. . r * •
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